BIOL 2214 oral presentation grading rubric

Name___________________________________________________________________

Topic___________________________________________________________________

Date ___________________________________________________________________

Content (65 points)

______ (20) Content is thorough and relevant, appropriate amount of material is prepared, contains no
fact errors, presentation stays on topic. Presentation covers pathophysiology of disease(if applicable), mode of action of agent, and potential adverse effects of the agent in
appropriate detail.

______ (15) Presenter clearly relates presentation to class content and to Anatomy and Physiology, with
all unfamiliar terms and concepts explained clearly and in easy to understand manner.

______ (5) Visual aids informative and well-prepared

______ (5) Conclusion – include slide that summarizes main points of presentation

______ (10) Length 4-6 minutes (minimum 4 minutes speaking time)

______ (10) Reference sheet submitted, sources cited correctly in APA format, CRAAP rubrics completed
for each source

Delivery (25 points)

______ (10) Proper pronunciation of all terms, clear, audible voice, good pace and diction (word choice),
limited use of filler words (um, like, you know, etc....)

______ (15) Good eye contact (not reading notes or slides), conversational tone, well-rehearsed

________/(90 POSSIBLE)